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YAHWEH IS DEALING WITH SEERSGATE: 
 
Let Me tell you what is hidden. Yahweh can look at a person and see their real way even 
when they pretend things are going so well. Today is a new day. We are already turning 
you into the way of presentation. Don’t see these next three years as anything but real 
working ways. We are giving the people these books so that they will be without excuse.  
 
There will be a real way to be prepared for such a surging. You will be a very trained 
way, and there will be no more fear of any demon. I will do all I promised, and I will not 
keep you hidden. We showed you what hard soil would be like in human behavior. We 
gave you a real world-level work, yet those who have hardened hearts will need 
something tangible other than hypothetical reasonings. And that is where you are in, a 
place where they see in filtered ways. Great beauty: it scares those who do not see past 
fleshy ways. They see with veiled feelings but have no guidance in being in Yahweh’s 
will.  
 
Yahweh is the Great Protector. And I will have you out in the real world even in this 
conditional release. There is no further transition; we are done with that way. The next 
three years will be on-the-mantle training. The third year will be the first year under 
presentation. This season is like an orientation; three years to have a stable way and 
settle. Can I have you without power? There must be an active power way. You need to 
be able to stand and face heavy spirit engagement. We seal it. Father’s Day begins a 
three-year mantle orientation of a world-level plan. Power is given at 87 percent. We 
bring her to 3 percent to keep her believing, and the other will be a fully removed way, 
and a regular Kingdom way should lead. 


